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1. INTRODUCTION

The congruence lattice of an arbitrary algebra has been characterized as an
algebraic lattice. This follows by a theorem of G. Birkhoff and O. Frink [3] and by
a theorem of G. Grätzer and E. T. Schmidt [6] (see also the paper [9] by P. Pudlak
for a short and elegant proof). Much work has been done in this general direction
for congruence lattices (see [1], [8], [10]).
These considerations address ourselves to investigate, instead, global properties
of congruence lattice of algebras which are models of a first order theory. In particular, we are interested in the congruence lattice size of models of any first order
theory T. To this end we defined in a previous paper [I3], for every cardinal / ,
a cardinal С^(Я) which is the supremum of the cardinalities of the congruence lattices
of all models of T which have cardinahty À. We showed that a theory Twith infinite
models in a countable language without relation symbols falls into one of the following cases.
Case 1. ded (X) ^ CJ[À) ^ 2^ for every infinite cardinal À, where ded (Я) is the
supremum of the cardinals ju such that there is a linearly ordered set of cardinality À
with jii Dedekind cuts (Cf. [7]).
Case 2. Cj^[X) = X for every infinite cardinal X.
Case 3. There exists a positive integer n such that Cj(/l) = n for every infinite
cardinal Я.
In agreement with the above cases, a theory will be called of kind 1, 2 or 3 respec
tively.
In this paper we give a sufficient condition for a theory Tin order that Сг(Я) = 2^'
for every infinite cardinal X. This happens when, for every positive integer /c, there
exists a congruence of a model of T which has a minimal set of generators with
) This paper was written under the auspices of the Italian CNR (GNSAGA).
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cardinality к. As a consequence Cj(A) = 2^ for every infinite cardinal À when T is
a stable theory of kind 1 and with Definability of Compact Congruences (DCC).
We recall that there are some examples [13] of No~categorical theories Tfor which
Cj^A) = ded (л) for every infinite cardinal Я. Moreover, we observe that the above
results are interesting only when the General Continuum Hypothesis fails.
Finally, we give an example which shows that the main theorem cannot be im
proved.
2. PRELIMINARIES

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of Universal Algebra
[6] and of Model-Theory [4]. The non-explained notation will be standard.
We consider algebras and theories in a countable type without relations. We
denote by the same typographical symbol A an algebra and its basic set. For any
algebra Л, Con(/4)is the lattice of its congruences and Сотр(Л) is the join-semilattice
of its compact congruences. The join operation in Con(v4) is denoted, as usual, by v ;
the context will show when such a symbol means logical disjunction. Jf a^, ..., Ö„,
bi, ..., b„ are elements of an algebra A, 0^(ai, ..., a„; b^, ..., b„) will denote the
smallest congruence of ^ which contains the n pairs (а^, 6j), ..., (a,„ b„).
A first order formula in 2« + 2 free variables il/(u^, ..., u„; v^, ,.., v„; x, y) is called
a weak n-congruence formula (Cf. [2], [ И ] , [12]) if it is positive and the universal
quantification of the formula
( Л (w,-= 1^0 ^ iA(wi,..., w„; 1^1, ..., i;„; X, j;))->(x = j )
is logically valid. The following fact is well-known under the name of Mal'cev's
Lemma (see [5], [6], [12]): for every algebra A and every a^, ..., a^, b^, ..., b„ e A,
(c, d) 6 ö^(ai, ..., a„; b ^ , . . . , b„) if and only if there exists a weak /i-congruence
formula ф in the language of A such that A С Ф{^и • • -, <^«; ^u • • -, b„; c, d).
We denote by Г„ the set of weak congruence formulas for n ^ 1; FQ is the set
containing only the formula x = y.
A theory T has the Definability of Compact Congruences (DCC) if for every n
there exists a formula ^„(wi, ..., w„; v^, ..., v^; x, y) such that for every model A of T
and for every a^, ..., a„, b^, ..., è„, с, d e Ait holds A С ^«(^i) •••? «„; b^, ..., b„; c, d)
if and only if {c, d) e Oj^a^, ..., a„; b^, ..., b„). An easy compactness argument shows
that if a theory Г has the DCC, then Ф„ can be chosen in Г,^ (see [2], [12]). We say
that an algebra A has the DCC if Th(A) has such a property.
If W(ui, ..., u^) denotes a set of first order formulas with free variables among
Wj, ..., i/^, then A d ^(öfi, •••, cir) means that A С (/^(ÖJ, ..., a^) for every ф e 4^;
analogously A С 3u^ ... ^u^W means that there exist a^, ...,a„EA such that A С

ПЦаи-.-,а,У
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3. MAIN RESULTS

In this section S£ is a given first order language for an algebraic countable type т.
For each positive integer k, 4^^ will denote the set of formulas \\i(ui, .... t/^^; v^, ..., %)
in ^ which are logically equivalent to
(3.1)

Л П ф ( « 1 , . . . , w^_i, «^ + 1, . . . , u^\ v^, . . . , Vj^i, Vj+i, . . . , V,,; Uj, Vj)
iâJâk

for some formula cp of Г/^.^.
From definition of sets Д we can easily get
Proposition 3.1. For every algebra A of type т , / o r all positive integers k, h with
к ^ h and for all a^, ..., a^,, b^, ..., b^e A it follows:
(3.2)

A С n ( a i , • • -, «b b„ ..., h)

iff

{aJ, bj) ф V ö > „ b,).

If A{Z ^h{^i^ •••? ^л5 ^u •••? ^л) ^'^^ {h^ •••» ^it} ^'^ <^ subset of {1, ..,, h} of к
elements, then
(3.3)

An:W,{a,^,.,.,a,^;

b,^,...,b,J.

For any algebra A denote by Q ( ^ ) the set of congruences Я of Л such that each
set of generators for R has a subset of generators for R of cardinality less than k.
It is obvious that:
C^{A) Ç C2{A) Ç ... Ç Cj,{A) Ç ... Ç Сотр(Л) .
Lemma 3.2. For every positive integer к and for every algebra A of type т the
following are equivalent
i) Ck{Ä) Ф Сотр(Л),
ii) A С 3wi ... 3w^ 3vi ... 3t;yt ^^.
Proof, (i)-> (ii). Let i? be a compact congruence with RфCk(A). Then there
exist fli, ..., a^, bi, .,., b,, G A with h "^ k, such that {(a^, b^), ..., (a^, b;,)} is a mini
mal set of generators for R. Therefore, A Щ ^h{^i^ •••5 ^hl ^i? •••? ^л)- Hence, we
get (ii) by (3.3).
(ii) -> (i) follows by (3.2).
The following theorem is the main contribution of this paper. We denote by Р(Я)
the semilattice with respect to set-theoietical union of the power-set of all ordinals
less than Я.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose T is a theory in a countable language without relation
symbols. If for every positive integer k, there exists a model A of T such that
Q(y4) Ф Comp(^), then, for every infinite cardinal X there exists a model В of T
with the following properties. В is of cardinality X and there exists an embedding of
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the semilattice P(X) into Соп(В) which preserves the join operation and the mini
mum. Hence, the cardinality of Соп(Б) is 2^.
Proof. Let À be an infinite cardinal. Consider the language ^' obtained by adding
to the language J^ of T sets of new constants С = {c^ : v < À], D = [d^ : v < Я}.
Write in o$f' the following theory
(3.4)

r = Tu{iA(c,^,...,c,,; d,^,...,dJ:kGN,
0 Sv^

к ^ h ф e W,,

S '•' ^ Vj, < À} .

Let Го be a finite subset of Г'. From (3.3) we get that Го is consistent whenever the set
(3.5)

TuW,{c,,...,c,;

Ji,...,4)

is consistent, where к is an integer greater than the number of constants which
appear in Го. But, by hypothesis and Lemma 3.2, (3.5) is consistent. Therefore,
by the Compactness Theorem, V has a model, say B\ of cardinality À. Observe
that Г has infinite models and that the language ^' has cardinality À.
Now, for every J e P(X) define the following congruence relation on the reduct В
of B' to the language J^.
(3.6)

Ф, = V Os{c,, d,) .
veJ

The map m : J \-^ 0j from P(i) into Con(B) preserves clearly the join operation and
the minimum. In order to prove that m is injective, it is sufficient the following
Claim. If уф J, then (c^, d^) ф 0j.
Assume v ф J and (c^, d^) e Ф^. Then, there exists a finite subset of J, say /г^,...
...,/x;^_i, such that (c„ J,)GO^(C^^, ..., c^^_^; d^^, ..., d^^_). Hence, by (3.2) there
exists Ф E Wf^ such that
(3.7)

Б С -1ф{с^^,...,с^^_^,с,;

d^^,..., d^^_^, d,) .

Rearrange the elements ^ i , ...,//;^_i, v in a sequence v^, ..., V/^ such that v^ <
< V2 < ... < V}^. By (3.3) and by (3.7) we get that

(3.8)

j5non С n(^v,>..., ^v, ; ^v,,.. V О

Since B' is a model of T', (3.8) is a contradiction.
In order to derive a Corollary for stable theories, we need the following
Proposition 3.4. Let A he a stable algebra with DCC, then, for each integer k,
the following are equivalent
(i) C,{A) = Соп(Л),
(ii) C,{A) = Сотр(Л).
Proof, (i) -> (ii) since C^(Ä) Ç Сотр(Л) s Соп(Л).
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(il) -> (i). Suppose Ф G СОП(Л). If, by contradiction, Ф ф Сотр(Л), then there
exists a chain of compact congruences, say {Q„ : n e N], such that
Q^ < Q2 < . . . < Qn < Qn+1 < . . . < Ф .

(3.9)

Hence, by (ii) and by DCC, for every n, there are elements a\, ..., al, b\, ..., Ще A
and a formula (p{ui, ..., i/^; z;i, ..., Vj^; x, y) such that
(3.10)

Q, = {(c, ^) : Л С Ф(«"1, ..., «;;; b"i,..., Ь,"; с, d)} .

Then, (3.9) and (3.10) contradict the stability of Th(^) (Cf. [4], 7.1.33).
Corollary 3.5. If Tis a stable theory with DCC in a countable language, then the
following are equivalent
(i) T is of kind 1.
(ii) For every infinite cardinal X there exists a model В of T such that \в\ = Я,
|Соп(Б)| = 2\
(iii) CJ(À) = Т^ for every infinite cardinal A.
Proof, (i) -> (ii). Let A be an infinite model of Tsuch that |Соп(Л)| > \A\. Then,
Соп(Л) Ф Comp(^). Therefore, by Proposition 3.4, Q,(^) Ф Сотр(Л) for every
positive integer k. Hence, (ii) follows by Theorem 3.3.
(ii) -^ (iii) and (iii) -> (i) are trivial.
Remark 3.6. Let A be an algebra such that Су^(Л) Ф Сотр(Л) for every positive
integer k. Then Th(^) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3, but not necessarily
Соп(Л) has cardinality 2'^'. In fact, the next example shows that this does not happen
even under the assumption of DCC for Th(^).
Example 3.7. Let Z be the ring of the integers. Then:
(3.11) Th(Z) has DCC.
(3.12) C^{ï) Ф Comp(Z) for every integer k,
(3.13) |Con(Z)| = KoThe formula 32^ ... 3z;,( ^ zf(v^ — uf) = j — x) defines the /c-generated congruences
in the class of commutative rings with unity. Therefore, we have (3.11).
Let j?!,..., i?fc be the first к prime numbers. Define qj "^Wvi

for j = 1, ..., /c.

Then the ideal generated by Я = {^j, ..., q^ is Z. But any proper subset of Я
generates a proper ideal of Z. This proves (3.12).
Finally, (3.13) is obvious since Z is a principal ring.
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